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1 Introduction

A critical issue in the study of organizations and corporate governance is that of preference align-

ment/misalignment between employees and the overall organization or shareholders (Shleifer and

Vishny, 1997; Becht et al., 2003; Gibbons and Roberts, 2012). For concreteness, consider a manager

who faces the decision of whether or not to undertake a risky project and who possesses private

(non-verifiable) information regarding the likelihood of its success. A skilled manager is more likely

to produce successes. Hence, if future wages are increasing in the market’s perception of his skill,

a strategic manager has an incentive to undertake projects to avoid being perceived as unskilled,

even if the project’s likelihood of success implies a negative net present value for the firm.

Problems such as this one have motivated the study of incentive instruments potentially available

to the firm, such as performance contracts or costly technologies for monitoring/auditing. In this

paper, we explore a different channel, based on two-dimensional heterogeneity in agents, with

wages based only upon expected future productivity (as suggested by Fama, 1980, and formalized

by Holmström, 1999).

It has been well documented empirically that workers vary not only in skill, but also in their

commitment to the success of the firm overall.1 Suppose then that an ethical agent always under-

takes a project if and only if doing so creates positive expected (net) value for the firm. It is clear

that such an attribute is valuable to employers.2 However, if the main differentiating behavior of

these agents is undertaking projects less often, then they can be very easily imitated by strategic

agents.

Hence, the two dimensions of heterogeneity potentially create a tradeoff for strategic agents.

Undertaking projects may increase the perception that they are skilled, whereas forgoing projects

may increase the perception that they are ethical, both of which are valued by the market. We seek

to understand how this tension resolves in equilibrium and the extent to which the presence (and

value) of ethics among some agents decreases the desirability of the more interventionist instruments

described above.

Notice that there are two elements endogenously determined in equilibrium: (i) given market

values for skills and ethics, agent strategies must be optimal and market perceptions based on

outcomes must be consistent with these strategies; and (ii) the market value for skills and ethics

must be consistent with what types do in equilibrium. In the paper, we tackle these issues in

sequence. We begin by characterized the equilibrium component in (i) with exogenous market

1Within the Management literature this documentation is categorized as observed “normative organizational
commitment” (Meyer and Allen, 1997; Meyer et al., 2002; Jaros 2007) and “organizational citizenship behavior
(OCBO)” (Bateman and Organ 1983; Williams and Anderson, 1991).

2Such an agent bears resemblance to the “friendly” agent in Sobel’s (1985) more abstract model of “credibility.”
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values for skills and ethics. We then endogenize these values, as described in (ii).

We start our analysis with a one-period model in which a firm hires an agent to make an invest-

ment decision in a single project on its behalf. The agent’s function within the firm involves the

observation of a private signal about the profitability of the project and the subsequent decision as

to whether or not to invest in this project. Unlike the classic principal-agent model of Ross (1973)

and Holmström (1979) in which the agent’s incentives are realigned using contracts that are con-

tingent on publicly observable outcomes, we assume that the agent’s motives are rooted in his

reputation. That is, as in career-concern models (e.g., Harris and Holmström, 1982; Holmström,

1999), the agent cares about how the firm will value him in the future based on decisions that he

makes now.

Our main innovation comes from the fact that the agent’s type is two-dimensional: the agent can

be skilled or unskilled, and he can be ethical or unethical (or strategic). The skilled agent is more

likely to lead a project to success, while an ethical agent makes the investment decisions that the

firm would like him to make even if it is not always personally advantageous to do so. We assume

that these traits are drawn independently from a population, and that only the manager himself

knows the realization of this draw at the outset. However, because both traits are valued by the

firm, the agent knows that his actions during the period will allow the firm to form posterior beliefs

about his skills. In this first part of the paper, we assume that the agent’s payoff is exogenously

specified based on these posteriors by the firm. In particular, his payoff is assumed to be linear in

the posterior probability that he is skilled and the posterior probability that he is ethical.

Although the agent would like to be be perceived as skilled and ethical, convincing the firm

that he is both is difficult. Indeed, an agent who passes on a project looks ethical, but he also

foregoes an opportunity to showcase his skill which comes into effect when undertaking the project

and leading it to success. Similarly, the investment into a project allows the agent to advertise his

skill but, since ethical agents are on average more conservative in their investment decisions, such

investment tend to be associated with lower ethics. This tension is captured in the model by the

fact that investment decisions are based on profitability signals that are observed privately by the

agent before he makes the investment decision.

We show that there are two equilibria to this game. In the efficient equilibrium, all agents,

ethical or not, follow the investment policy that the firm would like them to. In this “pooling”

equilibrium, the firm learns nothing about the agent’s skill or ethics, and so compensation is

outcome-independent at the end of the period. In the inefficient equilibrium, strategic agents

undertake some negative-NPV projects, despite the fact that such projects are detrimental to the

firm. Interestingly, skilled agents undertake such projects more often than unskilled agents do.

This is due to the fact that, for them, the higher probability of success means that the ethical
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component of their reputation is less likely to take the big hit that comes with failure. Intuitively,

their information tells them that they start with a strike but, because of their skill, these agents

bet on their ability to recoup this initial setback.

Unskilled agents, on the other hand, more often choose to side with ethical agents and improve

their ethical capital by dropping negative-NPV projects. For them, the high risk of looking both

unskilled and unethical when they fail pushes them to be more conservative than their skilled

counterparts. This is not to say that they never undertake negative-NPV project, however. Indeed,

all inefficient equilibria have the unskilled undertake a fraction of negative-NPV projects as, were

it not the case, failure would come with an undue boost in one’s skill reputation. Realizing this,

unskilled agents play a mixed strategy that balances the skill reputation they get from failure with

the ethical reputation they get from dropping projects.

When agents get private (“empire-building”) benefits from undertaking projects, the equilibrium

to the game is always unique: it is efficient when ethics are handsomely rewarded, but inefficient if

ethics-related concerns are limited. As we show, the inefficient equilibrium becomes less inefficient

(i.e., strategic agents undertake fewer negative-NPV projects) when skilled agents are difficult to

imitate because they are vastly superior to unskilled agent, when the population is known to have

few ethical agents, and when few projects have a positive net present value.

As mentioned above, the payoffs associated with high perceived skills and ethics are exogenous

in this one-period model. The second part of the paper seeks to endogenize these payoffs by adding

a second period to the model. That is, if skills and ethics are valuable to the firm, they should be

associated with better investment decisions and results in the second period. Thus agents who can

improve their two-dimensional reputation can presumably extract more surplus from the firm in

the second period, and this is what drives their first-period incentives.

We also use the two-period model to capture the idea that some firms and industries have better

prospects (i.e., higher project payoffs) and that investments in some firms and industries are more

committed than in others (i.e., more of the capital must be invested up front, before anything is

learned about the project). In this context, we show that the model in which the firm hires an

agent to manage one project per period for two periods naturally maps into the one-period model.

Specifically, we show that the value of ethical agents comes from the option value of the project’s

cost (i.e., it is incurred only when the project is worthwhile), while the value of skilled agents comes

from the higher likelihood of project success. Thus ethical agents tend to be more valuable in firms

whose investment is more gradual and contingent on intermediate information. Skilled agent, on

the other hand, are more valuable in firms that cannot easily reverse their investments (something

that unethical agents do not do well) but that have larger project payoffs.

We finish the paper with a version of the two-period model that allows the firm to allocate the
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agent to one of two jobs in each period. In particular, after the firm learns about the skills and

ethics of the agent through first-period outcomes, it has the option of redeploying his services in a

job with firm payoffs that hinge largely on ethics or a job in which the payoffs are mainly driven by

skills. This version of the model no longer naturally maps into the one-period model, as the option

component that comes with the firm’s job assignment implies that the compensation schedule of

the agent depends on first-period outcomes. In a sense, the firm can undo some of the strategic

actions that the agent takes in the first period in order to improve his perceived skills and ethics.

Of course, in the first period, the agent anticipates these job allocation decisions and so his first-

period strategy determines not only the firm’s updating process (as before), but also the job and

compensation scheme that the firm will subsequently adopt. One important result that emanates

from this two-job model is the fact that agents tend to be more aggressive in their cheating (i.e.,

undertake more negative-NPV projects) as the two jobs become more dissimilar. That is, when the

payoffs from the two jobs are very different for ethical and unethical agents, the unethical agent

find it more optimal to game the system.

2 The Basic Model

2.1 The Economy

Consider a one-period model in which a principal (the firm) hires an agent (e.g., a CEO or, more

generally, an employee) to make an investment decision on its behalf. The firm’s only project

requires an initial investment of k > 0. Its end-of-period payoff ṽ is either one or zero, which occur

with probabilities p̃ and 1 − p̃, respectively. The firm does not observe p̃; only the agent does.

Once he observes p̃, the agent decides on whether or not to undertake the project. Without loss of

generality, the discount rate is assumed to be equal to zero.

The probability of success is related to the quality q ∈ (0, 1) of the project and to the agent’s

skill s̃. Specifically, p̃ is equal to g with probability q, and is otherwise equal to s̃ ∈ {h, ℓ}, with

0 ≤ ℓ < h < k < g ≤ 1. Ex ante, the agent is skilled (s̃ = h) with probability φ, and unskilled

(s̃ = ℓ) with probability 1 − φ; this skill is known by the agent, but not by the firm. With this

specification, the project has a positive net present value when it is inherently good (as g− k > 0).

When the project is bad (i.e., when p̃ = s̃), the agent’s skill determines its success probability.

Since s̃ < k, the project then has a negative net present value and so it is always the case that the

firm would prefer the agent not to undertake it in that event.

The agent follows his incentives in making this decision on behalf of the firm. These incentives

come from two sources: ethics and payoffs. Like Etzioni (1988), Rabin (1995), and Sen (1997), we

assume that ethical agents face moral constraints in this decision. Specifically we assume that a
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fraction ψ ∈ (0, 1) of agents are ethical (ε̃ = e) and that a fraction 1 − ψ of agents are unethical

(ε̃ = u); only the agent knows whether he is ethical or not (we also refer to unethical agents as

strategic). Ethical agents behave exactly like the firm would like them to: they undertake the

project if and only if they observe that p̃ = g. Strategic agents, on the other hand, only consider

their own payoffs in this decision.

For exposition purposes, we initially assume that these payoffs are specified exogenously, but

we dedicate section 4 to endogenizing them. The payoffs are set to capture the idea that agents

care about how their skills and ethics are perceived by the firm, or more generally in labor markets,

at the end of the period. That is, as in the models of Holmström and Ricart i Costa (1986),

and Holmström (1999), the career concerns of agents guide their decisions. However, we add the

possibility that agents care not only about how their skills are perceived, but also their ethics as in

Sobel’s (1985) work on credibility. As we shall see, this dual concern creates unavoidable tensions:

agents who are intent on looking skilled do so at the risk of losing their reputation for being ethical.

Let us denote by Ω the information set that is publicly available at the end of the period. We

assume that the agent’s end-of-period payoff is given by

WΩ ≡ whe Pr
{

s̃ = h, ε̃ = e | Ω
}

+ wℓe Pr
{

s̃ = ℓ, ε̃ = e | Ω
}

+ whu Pr
{

s̃ = h, ε̃ = u | Ω
}

, (1)

where whe, wℓe, and whu are positive constants. Because the agent’s skills and ethics are privately

known, the set Ω includes whether or not the project was undertaken and, if undertaken, whether

or not it was successful. That is, from the public’s perspective, three outcomes (or states) are

possible: success, no investment, failure. The firm’s net profit from the project in each of these

states is 1− k, 0, and −k, respectively. Since 1− k > 0 > −k, we refer to these outcomes as good

(Ω = G), medium (Ω = M), and bad (Ω = B), respectively, and use P sεΩ to denote the probability

Pr
{

s̃ = s, ε̃ = ε | Ω
}

of each skill-ethics pair at the end of the period.

As we shall see, each of the three outcomes will be associated with a different public update

about the agent’s skill and ethics. In this sense, (1) implicitly assumes that different combinations

of skill and ethics are worth a different amount to the agent, presumably because the opportunities

of agents of each type, were it publicly known, differ. Indeed this is how we endogenize the agent’s

payoffs in section 4; that is, we calculate the market value of an agent with a given set of posterior

probabilities, P sεΩ for {s, e} ∈ {h, ℓ} × {e, u}, given outcome Ω ∈ {G,M,B}.

We impose the restrictions that whe ≥ whu and whe ≥ wℓe, which are meant to capture the idea

that agents who are both skilled and ethical are bound to be more valuable to firms than agents

who exhibit only one of the two traits. This restriction is imposed exogenously in this one-period

version of the model but, as we shall see in section 4, it endogenously comes about when a second

period is added and agents are paid according to the value they create for the firm.
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Finally, we assume that agents have private empire-building motives, in that they get a payoff

boost of b > 0 when they undertake the project. As we shall see, this private benefit only serves

to break ties in the equilibrium analysis. In fact, throughout the paper, we will assume that this

benefit is arbitrarily close to zero. We also note that, although ethical agents receive this private

benefit when they undertake the project, they do not factor it into the investment decision they

make on behalf of the firm.

2.2 Strategies and Updating

An agent of skill s ∈ {h, ℓ} observes p̃ ∈ {g, s} and must decide whether or not to undertake the

project. Since ethical agents always act in the best interest of the firm and g > k > h > ℓ, they

invest in the project if p̃ = 1 and refrain from doing so otherwise. Strategic agents of skill s choose

a mapping as(p) from Ps ≡ {g, s} to A ≡ {I,N} (for Invest and Not invest, respectively). We

allow for (and indeed find) mixed-strategy equilibria. To economize on notation, we denote the

equilibrium (mixing) probability that an agent who observes p̃ = p ∈ {g, h, ℓ} chooses to undertake

the project by σp ∈ [0, 1].3

The probability that an agent of skill-ethics type {s, ε} undertakes a project that succeeds (or

fails) depends on how often he undertakes the project and on his success rate when he does. Ethical

agents of either skill undertake the project only when p̃ = g, and thus

Pr
{

G | s̃ = s, ε̃ = e
}

= Pr
{

p̃ = g
}

Pr
{

ṽ = 1 | p̃ = g
}

= qg, (2a)

Pr
{

B | s̃ = s, ε̃ = e
}

= Pr
{

p̃ = g
}

Pr
{

ṽ = 0 | p̃ = g
}

= q(1− g), and (2b)

Pr
{

M | s̃ = s, ε̃ = e
}

= 1− q. (2c)

Strategic agents, on the other hand, do not necessarily undertake the project only when p̃ = g. For

them, we have

Pr
{

G | s̃ = s, ε̃ = u
}

= Pr
{

p̃ = g
}

σg Pr
{

ṽ = 1 | p̃ = g
}

+ Pr
{

p̃ = s
}

σs Pr
{

ṽ = 1 | p̃ = s
}

= qgσg + (1− q)sσs, (3a)

Pr
{

B | s̃ = s, ε̃ = u
}

= Pr
{

p̃ = g
}

σg Pr
{

ṽ = 0 | p̃ = g
}

+ Pr
{

p̃ = s
}

σs Pr
{

ṽ = 0 | p̃ = s
}

= q(1− g)σg + (1− q)(1− s)σs, and (3b)

Pr
{

M | s̃ = s, ε̃ = u
}

= q(1− σg) + (1− q)(1 − σs) = 1− qσg − (1− q)σs. (3c)

3This rules out the possibility that an agent of skill h who observes p̃ = g chooses a different strategy than an
agent of skill ℓ who also observes p̃ = 1. Because agents make one and only one decision before they receive their
payoffs, this restriction is without loss of generality. This would not necessarily be the case if the decisions that
agents make early anticipated future decisions.
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The updated probability that an agent who experiences an outcome of Ω ∈ {G,M,B} is of

skill-ethics type {s, ε} is obtained via Bayes’ rule,

P sεΩ =
Pr

{

Ω | s̃ = s, ε̃ = ε
}

Pr
{

s̃ = s
}

Pr
{

ε̃ = ε
}

∑

s′∈{h,ℓ}

∑

ε′∈{e,u} Pr
{

Ω | s̃ = s′, ε̃ = ε′
}

Pr
{

s̃ = s′
}

Pr
{

ε̃ = ε′
} , (4)

where we have used the fact that s̃ and ε̃ are independent ex ante, something that is generally not

true ex post, as we shall see.

3 Equilibrium Analysis

3.1 Definitions and Preliminaries

In this section, we proceed to derive and analyze the equilibrium to the model of section 2. We

start with the following lemma, which shows that, because ethical agents of either skill make the

same decisions with the same frequencies, the information that is publicly available at the end of

the period never facilitates an update about the skill of ethical agents.

Lemma 1. Conditional on an agent being ethical, the posterior probability that he is skilled is equal

to the prior probability that he is skilled; that is

Pr
{

s̃ = h | Ω, ε̃ = e
}

= Pr
{

s̃ = h
}

= φ. (5)

This result implies that (1) can always be written as

WΩ = whu Pr
{

s̃ = h, ε̃ = u | Ω
}

+
[

φwhe + (1− φ)wℓe
]

Pr
{

ε̃ = e | Ω
}

. (6)

For this reason, we define wE ≡ φwhe + (1 − φ)wℓe to denote the compensation that an agent

can expect to receive when he is known to be ethical. To keep the notation intuitive, we also let

wS ≡ whu denote the compensation of an agent known to be skilled and strategic, and rewrite (6)

as

WΩ = wS Pr
{

s̃ = h, ε̃ = u | Ω
}

+ wE Pr
{

ε̃ = e | Ω
}

= P huΩ wS +
(

P heΩ + P ℓeΩ
)

wE. (7)

Note also that, with this specification, the restriction that whe ≥ whu becomes wE ≥ φwS.

When an agent observes p̃ = p ∈ {g, h, ℓ} and chooses to undertake the project, the probability

that the project succeeds is p and the probability it fails is 1− p. This means that the payoff that

the agent can expect from undertaking the project is pWG + (1 − p)WB + b, where b represents

the extra utility boost from empire-building. When the same agent chooses not to undertake

the project, his end-of-period payoff is certain and equal to WM. Thus the agent undertakes the

project for sure (σp = 1) if pWG + (1 − p)WB + b > WM, drops the project for sure (σp = 0) if

pWG + (1− p)WB + b < WM, and mixes (0 < σp < 1) if pWG + (1− p)WB + b =WM. This leads to

the following definition of an equilibrium
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Definition 1 (Equilibrium). An equilibrium consists of σp ∈ [0, 1], p ∈ {g, h, ℓ}, satisfying the

following conditions.

(i) For each outcome Ω, the posterior probability P sεΩ of each skill-ethics type {s, ε} is obtained

via Bayes’ rule, in (4).

(ii) For each outcome Ω ∈ {G,M,B}, the wage to the agent is WΩ, as specified in (7).

(iii) Conditional on observing p̃ = p ∈ {g, h, ℓ}, strategic agents

• undertake the project for sure (σp = 1) if pWG + (1− p)WB + b > WM,

• drop the project for sure (σp = 0) if pWG + (1− p)WB + b < WM, or

• employ a mixed strategy (0 < σp < 1) with pWG + (1− p)WB + b =WM otherwise.

Clearly, if WG 6= WB, it cannot be the case that pWG + (1 − p)WB + b = WM for more than

one value of p ∈ {g, h, ℓ} and, in this case, at most one (and possibly none) of σg, σh, or σℓ is

ever strictly above zero and below one. Also, intuitively, since skilled agents are more likely than

unskilled agents to experience a success when they undertake a project, it is always the case that

WG ≥WB and that σg ≥ σh ≥ σℓ in equilibrium. The following lemma formalizes this result.

Lemma 2. In equilibrium, it must always be the case that WG ≥WB.

Because the private empire-building benefit that comes with undertaking a project affects the

decisions of strategic agents, the comparison between WM and either of WG or WB is affected by the

size of b. As the following lemma shows, a weak ordering exists across the three state-dependent

wages that the agent can receive at the end of the period, and this ordering depends on whether

or not b is sufficiently close to zero.

Lemma 3. In equilibrium, it must always be the case that WG + b ≥ WM ≥ WB + b or that

WG + b ≥ WB + b > WM, with the former holding if and only b ≤ b̄ for some b̄ > 0 derived in the

proof. In either case, we always have σg = 1.

Because most of the paper’s result are derived under the assumption that b is infinitesimally

small, Lemma 3 tells us that we can safely rely on the fact that the agent’s payoff is greatest

(smallest) when he leads a project to success (to failure). Indeed, the case with b > b̄ is not

particularly interesting, as the strategic agents’ private benefit from undertaking the project is so

large that they never seriously consider the alternative.

The fact that project success always yields the greatest payoff for agents means that they are

naturally attracted to undertaking the project when their initial information about it indicates
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that it is of high quality. More specifically, as the following lemma shows, it is never strategically

optimal for an agent to drop the project when p̃ = g.

Lemma 4. In equilibrium, it is always the case that σg = 1.

This last result establishes that projects known to have a positive net present value are always

undertaken, even by strategic agents. Given this, it is useful to restate the posterior probabilities

that the agent is of a given skill-ethics type, as shown in (4), taking σh and σℓ as fixed constants.

Given (7), we are particularly interested in πS(Ω) ≡ Pr
{

s̃ = h, ε̃ = u|Ω
}

and πE(Ω) ≡ Pr
{

ε̃ = e|Ω
}

.

Corollary 1. Assume that strategic agents undertake the project with probability σh ∈ [0, 1] when

they observe p̃ = h, and that they undertake it with probability σℓ ∈ [0, 1] when they observe p̃ = ℓ.

Given a successful project, we have

πS(G) =

[

qg + (1− q)hσh
]

φ(1− ψ)

qg + (1− q)
[

φhσh + (1− φ)ℓσℓ
]

(1− ψ)
, (8a)

πE(G) =
qgψ

qg + (1− q)
[

φhσh + (1− φ)ℓσℓ
]

(1− ψ)
. (8b)

Given a failed project, we have

πS(B) =

[

q(1− g) + (1− q)(1− h)σh
]

φ(1− ψ)

q(1− g) + (1− q)
[

φ(1 − h)σh + (1− φ)(1 − ℓ)σℓ
]

(1 − ψ)
, (9a)

πE(B) =
q(1− g)ψ

q(1− g) + (1− q)
[

φ(1 − h)σh + (1− φ)(1 − ℓ)σℓ
]

(1 − ψ)
. (9b)

Given a dropped project, we have

πS(M) =
φ(1 − ψ)(1 − σh)

ψ + (1− ψ)
[

φ(1− σh) + (1− φ)(1− σℓ)
] , (10a)

πE(M) =
ψ

ψ + (1− ψ)
[

φ(1− σh) + (1− φ)(1− σℓ)
] . (10b)

The comparative statics with respect to σh and σℓ illustrate some of the tensions that exist in

the model. For example, it is easy to verify that πS(G) increases in σh and decreases in σℓ. Even

though it is inefficient for skilled agents to undertake the project when p̃ = h < k, doing so increases

the probability that they will be perceived as skilled at the end of the period. The opposite is true

for the unskilled agents. However, πE(G) is decreasing in both σh and σℓ: the fact that strategic

agents sometimes undertake negative-NPV projects reduces the fraction of successful projects that

are led by ethical agents.

It can also be shown that, for similar reasons, πS(B) is increasing in σh and decreasing in σℓ.

That is, when more skilled agents undertake negative-NPV projects, failure comes with an increased
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perception of their skill. Of course, since the average quality of the projects that unethical agents

undertake decreases with both σh and σℓ, relative to that of ethical agents (who never undertake

the project with p̃ = h or p̃ = ℓ), it is also the case that failure is less likely to be associated with

ethics as σh and σℓ increase. Nevertheless, as we shall see below, this possibility of being perceived

as skilled and unethical makes it worthwhile for unskilled agents to undertake projects that have

a very low likelihood of succeeding. In fact, even when they are sure to fail (i.e., when p̃ = ℓ = 0),

unskilled agents still choose to undertake the risky project with some probability in equilibrium

(i.e., σℓ > 0).

The comparative statics for πS(M) and πE(M) are also intuitive. The former is decreasing

in σh and increasing in σℓ. Thus dropped projects are less (more) likely to be associated with

skilled agents when skilled (unskilled) agents undertake more negative-NPV projects and drop

fewer projects. Finally, because strategic cheaters tend to undertake more projects, they make

it more likely that the decision to drop a project comes from an ethical agent; that is, πE(M) is

increasing in both σh and σℓ.

Because πE(Ω) is monotonic in both σh and σℓ for all Ω ∈ {G,B,M}, we can readily conclude

that πE(G) < ψ, πE(B) < ψ, and πE(M) > ψ in any equilibrium with σg > 0 or σℓ > 0. That is the

decision of strategic agents to cheat implies that projects that are undertaken, wether they succeed

or fail, are more likely to be managed by unethical agents. Although σh and σℓ have opposite

effects on πE(Ω), Ω ∈ {G,B,M}, it is still possible to derive conditions that allow a comparison of

this quantity to φ(1− ψ), the unconditional probability that the agent is skilled and unethical.

Lemma 5. Suppose that at least one of σh or σℓ is strictly positive. Then we have πE(G) < ψ,

πE(B) < ψ, and πE(M) > ψ. If σh > σℓ, then πS(G) > φ(1 − ψ) and πS(M) < φ(1 − ψ). Finally,

πS(B) > φ(1− ψ) if and only if

(1− h)σh
(1− ℓ)σℓ

>
(1− φ)(1 − ψ)

(1− φ)(1− ψ) + ψ
=

1

1 + ψ
(1−φ)(1−ψ)

. (11)

Since WG ≥ WM ≥ WB, it is always (and trivially) the case that σh ≥ σℓ. Also, as we will see

in section 3.2, this inequality is strict in any equilibrium that involves some cheating by unethical

agents. In fact, more specifically, we will show that 1 = σh > σℓ > 0. Finally, condition (11), when

unskilled agents cheat sufficiently less than skilled ones (i.e., when σℓ is small relative to σh), the

expected skill that can be inferred from a failed project is greater than ex ante. As we show in

section 3.2, this condition always holds in equilibrium. Essentially, unskilled agents are never so

aggressive in their cheating in order to ensure that a failure, which is detrimental to their ethics

reputation and which they are prone to experience when undertaking a project with p̃ = ℓ, still

boosts their apparent skill.
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3.2 Equilibrium

In equilibrium, the appeal of the risky project for strategic agents comes from the size of wS relative

to that of wE. In particular, when b = 0, the critical comparison is whether or not

wS

wE

>
ψ

1− φ(1− ψ)
. (12)

In what follows, we consider the generic cases in which either (12) holds or strictly fails to hold—that

is, statements of (12) failing to hold mean that the strict inequality is reversed.4

Proposition 1. Assume that the agent’s private benefit for undertaking a project is b = 0. Then

there always exists an equilibrium with σg = 1 and σh = σℓ = 0. If (12) holds, then there exists a

second equilibrium with σg = σh = 1 and σℓ = σ∗ℓ ∈ (0, 1). No other equilibrium exists.

Recall that the firm always finds it optimal to undertake the project when p̃ = g, but never

does when p̃ 6= g. The fact that the strategic agent always chooses to undertake the project when

p̃ = g (i.e., the fact that σg = 1) shows that strategic agents are never more conservative than the

firm would like them to be. However, the fact that σh and σℓ can be strictly above zero implies

that strategic agents will choose to undertake negative-NPV projects when wS is large relative to

wE. Intuitively, since ethical agents systematically drop projects with p̃ = h or p̃ = 0, the public

interprets a dropped project as a sign that the agent is ethical. Strategic agents only value pooling

with them when the payoff from looking ethical is large enough relative to that of looking skilled.

In what follows, since σh and σℓ measure the frequency with which negative-NPV projects are

undertaken, we take these two quantities to measure the extent of cheating by the skilled and

unskilled types, respectively.

Let us first analyze the equilibrium with (σg, σh, σℓ) = (1, 0, 0). Since only the projects with

p̃ = g are undertaken, this equilibrium achieves first-best. That is, the agents implement the

investment policy that the firm would like them to implement. Under this policy, only the equality

of the project matters; the agent’s characteristics (skill and ethics) do not play a role. In fact, it is

then trivially the case that the public posteriors about the agent’s skill and ethics are identical to

the priors; that is Pr
{

s̃ = h | Ω
}

= φ and Pr
{

ε̃ = e | Ω
}

= ψ for any outcome Ω ∈ {G,M,B}. As

Proposition 2 shows below, however, this equilibrium can be fragile.5

When (12) holds, an inefficient equilibrium emerges, one in which σh = 1 and σℓ > 0. In this

equilibrium, strategic agents who are skilled never drop the project, even when they learn that

its net present value is negative. Strategic unskilled agents undertake the project with positive

4With b = 0, if (12) is an equality, then (σg, σh, σℓ) is an equilibrium if and only if σg = 1, σh ∈ [0, 1], and σℓ = 0.
5Specifically, when (12) holds, any small empire-building benefit b > 0 renders the inefficient equilibrium (i.e., the

one with σh = 1 and σℓ > 0) unique.
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probability when they learn that its net present value is ℓ− k < 0. The equilibrium probability σℓ

with which they do so is the subject of comparative static analysis in section 3.3 below. Suffice it to

say for now that their tendency to cheat increase with wS
wE

, the ratio of rewards they get from looking

skilled and from looking ethical. In fact, given that (12) holds when the same ratio is sufficiently

large, strategic skilled agents are also more prone to cheat when skills are better rewarded than

ethics.

From here on, we assume that ℓ = 0, so that an unskilled agent is sure to fail when p̃ 6= 1

but he chooses to undertake the project anyway. This assumption is made purely for tractability

purposes. Essentially, it turns the main equilibrium condition a quadratic equation into a linear

equation, which greatly simplifies the exposition of the model without changing any of its properties

or comparative statics.

Corollary 2. If b = 0 (and ℓ = 0), then σ∗ℓ from Proposition 1 is given by

σ∗ℓ =
φ
[

1− qg − (1− q)h
][

(1− φ+ φψ)wS − ψwE

]

(1− φ)
{

[

1− qg − (1− q)h
]

φ(1− ψ)wS + (1− qg)ψwE

} ∈ (0, 1). (13)

The results of Corollary 1 offer more specific insights about condition (12) leading to an equilib-

rium in which both skilled and unskilled agents cheat, and more generally why we can never have

an equilibrium in which only skilled agents cheat. Recall from (7) that the compensation of the

agent is WΩ = wSπS(Ω)+wEπE(Ω) in state Ω ∈ {G,B,M}. Suppose that only skilled agents cheat,

i.e., suppose that σh > 0 and σℓ = 0. Using (8a) and (8b) (with ℓ = 0), we can write

WG =

[

qg + (1− q)hσh
]

φ(1− ψ)wS + qgψwE

qg + (1− q)hσhφ(1 − ψ)

=
qg
[

φ(1− ψ)wS + ψwE

]

+ σh(1− q)hφ(1− ψ)wS

qg + σh(1− q)hφ(1 − ψ)
.

This last expression highlights the fact that, as skilled agents increase the frequency with which

they cheat, a higher proportion of their wage from succeeding comes from wS. Specifically, we

have WG = φ(1 − ψ)wS + ψwE at σh = 0 and, as σh increases, WG is a weighted average between

φ(1−ψ)wS+ψwE and wS. This is because only skilled unethical agent ever undertake negative-NPV

projects (i.e., projects with p̃ 6= g): as σh, more of them undertake the project and more of them

succeed, thereby increasing the likelihood that success comes from skilled unethical agents. This

also makes it clear that, as σh increases, WG increases only if wS > φ(1 − ψ)wS + ψwE, which is

equivalent to (12).

Of course, whether σg > 0 and σℓ = 0 can ever be sustained in equilibrium depends on what

happens to WB and WM as σh increases. Let us first concentrate on WB. Using (9a) and (9b) from
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Corollary 1 (again with ℓ = 0), we have

WB =

[

q(1− g) + (1− q)(1− h)σh
]

φ(1 − ψ)wS + q(1− g)ψwE

q(1− g) + (1− q)φ(1− h)σh(1− ψ)

=
q(1− g)

[

φ(1− ψ)wS + ψwE

]

+ σh(1− q)(1− h)φ(1 − ψ)wS

q(1− g) + σh(1− q)(1 − h)φ(1 − ψ)
.

This illustrates that, like WG, WB is a weighted average of φ(1 − ψ)wS + ψwE and wS, with more

weight on wS as σh increases. In particular, this means that both WG and WB increase (decrease)

as σh increases when condition (12) holds (does not hold). This is intuitive. When no one cheats,

the proportion of types in each state Ω is identical; in particular the proportion of skilled unethical

agents is φ(1 − ψ) and the proposition of ethical agents is ψ. As skilled unethical agents increase

their cheating, more of them experience failures and success (since they succeed with probability

h < 1 when they cheat), and this has a similar effect on WG and WB.

Now, why does this rule out the possibility of an equilibrium with σh > 0 and σℓ = 0? The

reason is that the effect of an increase in σh has precisely the opposite effect on WM. To see this,

let us use (10a) and (10b) from Corollary 1 (along with ℓ = 0) to calculate

WM =
φ(1− ψ)(1− σh)wS + ψwE

ψ + (1− ψ)
[

φ(1− σh) + (1− φ)
] =

1 ·
[

φ(1− ψ)wS + ψwE

]

− σhφ(1− ψ)wS

1− σhφ(1 − ψ)
.

Again, we can see that WM is a weighted average of φ(1 − ψ)wS + ψwE and wS, and is equal

to φ(1 − ψ)wS + ψwE at σh = 0. In this case, we can also see that more weight gets put on

φ(1−ψ)wS +ψwE as σh increases. Thus, when an increase in σh leads to an increase (decrease) in

WG and WB, it simultaneously leads to a decrease (increase) in WM. In the former case (when (12)

holds), the fact that WG and WB are both greater than WM implies that pWG + (1− p)WB > WM

for any p ∈ {g, h, ℓ}, and so all strategic agents would prefer to always undertake the project. In

the latter case (when (12) does not hold), we have pWG + (1 − p)WB < WM for any p ∈ {g, h, ℓ}

when σh > 0, and so it is then the case that no strategic agent would ever want to undertake the

project.

Our next result shows that the multiplicity of equilibria that prevails in Proposition 1 when

(12) holds is fragile and that, ultimately, only one equilibrium is robust to the presence of private

empire-building benefits.

Definition 2. An equilibrium of the b = 0 model, (σ0g , σ
0
h, σ

0
ℓ ), is robust if for all b > 0 arbitrarily

small there exists an equilibrium (σbg, σ
b
h, σ

b
ℓ) arbitrarly close to (σ0g , σ

0
h, σ

0
ℓ ).

6

6Precisely, σ0 is robust if there exists a sequence {bk, σ
bk}∞k=1 such that (i) for each k, bk > 0 and σbk is an

equilibrium of the model with b = bk, (ii) limk→∞ bk = 0, and (iii) limk→∞ σbk = σ0.
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Proposition 2. If (12) holds, the unique robust equilibrium is (1, 1, σ∗ℓ ), where σ
∗
ℓ is given by the

expression in (13). If (12) does not hold, the unique robust equilibrium is (1, 0, 0).

Effectively, Proposition 2 shows that, although multiple equilibria can exist when b = 0 and wS
wE

is

sufficiently large, only one equilibrium is robust to the presence of private empire-building benefits,

even when such benefits are small. The fact that the (σg, σh, σℓ) = (1, 0, 0) equilibrium is not robust

in that case is intuitive. As discussed above, in this equilibrium, we have Pr
{

s̃ = h | Ω
}

= φ and

Pr
{

ε̃ = e | Ω
}

= ψ for any outcome Ω ∈ {G,M,B}, and thus WG = WM = WB. If strategic agents

can, in addition to WG or WB, capture private benefits of b > 0 from undertaking the project, then

they all prefer to do so, breaking the equilibrium in the process. The fact that the equilibrium

survives when (12) does not hold comes from the fact that, when agents are generously rewarded

for their ethics, they all seek to pool with the ethical agents.

3.3 Comparative Statics

As discussed above, Proposition 2 implies that, as wS
wE

increases from zero, we move from an equi-

librium without cheating (σh = σℓ = 0) to one in which skilled agents always cheat while unskilled

agents cheat probabilistically (σh = 1, σℓ ∈ (0, 1)). By showing that (13) is strictly increasing in
wS
wE

, the following result shows that cheating increases monotonically in wS
wE

.

Corollary 3. The extent of cheating by strategic agents is weakly increasing in wS
wE

. It is strictly

increasing in wS
wE

when (12) holds.

It is particularly interesting that, despite the fact that unskilled agents have no chance of

succeeding when they undertake a project, they still choose to do so when wS
wE

exceeds ψ
1−φ+φψ . As

discussed in section 3.2, this is due to the fact that, if only skilled agents cheat, the compensation for

both successful and failed projects increases when wS is large relative to wE. Intuitively, unskilled

agents realize that they will surely fail when they undertake the project with p̃ = ℓ = 0, but the

idea of pooling with skilled agents, even if they are unethical, is still valuable. Essentially, when

wS is large relative to wE, looking skilled is attractive for unskilled agents, and vice versa when wS

is small relative to wE.

The fact that σℓ < 1 in equilibrium comes from the balancing act that unskilled agents perform

in equilibrium. As they increase their cheating, fewer of them remain in the pool of dropped

projects, and so the average skill and ethics go up in that pool. At the same time, since all the

projects in which they cheat end up failing, the pool of failed projects is associated with lower skill

and ethics. In particular, it is easy to show that σℓ = 1 always makes WB < WM, and so unskilled

agents always mix in equilibrium. This observation has important implications. Conditional on

cheating, agents are more likely to be skilled, as their skill gives them a better chance to hide the
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fact that they cheated. That is, skilled agents have a better chance to recoup. In this light, it is

perhaps not surprising to see that employees or executives caught cheating are often in the upper

portion of the skill distribution (e.g., executives at Enron, engineers at Volkswagen).

The following shows an even stronger result, namely that the equilibrium value of σℓ is always

such that (11) holds.

Corollary 4. When (12) holds, the equilibrium strategies of the strategic agents, σh = 1 and σℓ as

in (13), are such that (11) holds.

Through Lemma 5, this implies that, in equilibrium, we have πE(M) > ψ, πS(M) < φ(1 − ψ),

πE(B) < ψ, and πS(B) > φ(1 − ψ). That is, while dropped projects improve the public perception

of the agent’s ethics, they also negatively affect the public perception of his skills. The opposite is

true about failed projects.

The next result explores how various parameters of the model affect this tension between looking

skilled and looking ethical for strategic agents.

Corollary 5. Suppose that (12) holds. The equilibrium probability of cheating (σℓ) by a strategic

agent who observes p̃ = ℓ = 0 is decreasing in g, h, and ψ, and it is increasing in q. Also, σℓ is

increasing in φ if and only if wS
wE

> ω̄φ for some ω̄φ ∈
(

ψ
1−φ(1−ψ) , 1

)

derived in the proof.

The fact that σℓ decreases with ψ naturally complement our earlier result from Corollary 3

that σℓ decreases with wE. Intuitively, when combined, these two results mean that the presence of

ethical agents reduces the unskilled agents’ tendency to cheat, and does so more effectively when

ethics are highly rewarded. The result that σℓ is decreasing in h is related. It means that, when

skilled agents become more difficult for unskilled agents to imitate (i.e., when h− ℓ = h increases),

unskilled agents find it more beneficial to imitate ethical agents instead; to do so, they increase

the frequency with which they drop projects. The effect from increasing φ is more subtle. For the

unskilled strategic agents, it makes undertaking the project and failing (as they do with probability

one) more attractive as a larger fraction of that pool will be skilled. At the same time, however,

this reduces the number of unskilled agents in the pool of project droppers, increasing the posterior

likelihood that such an outcome is associated with an ethical agent. The former effect dominates

when wS is large relative to wE.

Ex ante, skills and ethics are uncorrelated but, as the following result shows, this is not the

case ex post. Indeed, the fact that unethical agents do not adopt the same investment strategy

as ethical agents and that their failure rate differs creates ex post correlation between skills and

ethics.
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Corollary 6. The correlation between s̃ and ε̃ is strictly negative in the good and bad states (Ω = G

and Ω = B), and strictly positive in the medium state (Ω = M).

This result is intuitive. The cheating of skilled strategic agents makes it more likely that under-

taken projects, successful or not, are associated with skill, but less likely that they are associated

with ethics. The fact that dropped projects result in a positive association between s̃ and ε̃ comes

from the fact that skilled agents cheat (weakly) more than unskilled agents in equilibrium. Because

ethical agents do not get sorted on skills, the proportion of skilled agents amongst the ethical agents

stays at φ. In contrast, the cheating of strategic agents leaves more unskilled agents in the pool of

dropped projects. Thus the lack of skills is more likely to be associated with a lack of ethics in this

pool.

4 Two Periods and Endogenous Payoffs

So far we have assumed that the payoffs that the agent receives at the end of the period are

exogenously specified. More specifically, we have assumed that his end-of-period payoff is linearly

related to posterior beliefs that the public forms about his skills and ethics based on his observable

performance in the first period. This, of course, was meant to capture the idea that firms value

both the skills and ethics of their agents. We formalize this idea in this section by assuming that

the agent can be hired for a second period. We proceed in two steps. First, we assume that the

firm hiring the agent in the first period hires him again for an identical job in the second period.

Second, we assume that the firm has the option to allocate the agent to a different job in the second

period.

4.1 Same Job in Both Periods

Let us assume that the agent is initially hired by the firm to perform the same job in two periods.

More specifically, the firm hires an agent to make investment decisions about two different and

independent projects in two consecutive periods. At the beginning of each period, the agent is paid

a competitive wage equal to the expected value that his presence and decisions bring to the firm.7

In this calculation, we assume that the firm has easy access to unethical agents with low skills, so

that the hired agent receives only the value that he adds relative to such an agent.

We also generalize the investment opportunity that the firm faces in each period to emphasize

the separate roles of agent skills and ethics and the value these traits create for the firm. First, we

increase the payoff of a successful project from one to A ≡ 1 + a, where a ≥ 0. Second, we assume

7To micro-found this assumption, one could imagine that two similar firms compete for the services of the same
agent in each of two periods.
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that the project’s investment cost of k consists of two components: one that is fixed at f ∈ [0, k)

and incurred at the very beginning of the period, before p̃ is observed and whether or not the

project is undertaken; and a second portion of k− f that is incurred, as before, only if the project

is undertaken by the agent after he observes p̃. To ensure that the economic tradeoffs remain the

same, we further assume that both a and f are sufficient close to zero (i.e., sufficiently close to the

setup of previous sections) so that it is still optimal for the firm to undertake the project if and

only if p̃ = g. That is, we assume that k − f ≥ (1 + a)h, which implies that projects with p̃ 6= g

have a negative net present value, whether the agent is skilled or unskilled.

This more general specification for the firm’s projects will allow us to better delineate the

contribution of the agent’s skills and ethics. Intuitively, an increase in f reduces the option value

of a project and, since ethical agents are always perfectly aligned with the firm when they make

option exercise decisions, decreases the value of ethics. An increase in a on the other hand makes

every project that the firm undertakes more valuable. Since skilled (unethical) agents have a higher

probability of leading a project to success than their unskilled counterparts, this means that an

increase in a (potentially) corresponds to an increase in the value of skills. In fact, as we shall see,

projects will be naturally indexed by the relative sizes of a and f .

Let P sεt denote the joint probability that, at the beginning of period t ∈ {1, 2}, the agent’s skills

and ethics are s̃ = s ∈ {h, ℓ} and ε̃ = ε ∈ {e, u}, respectively, based on the public information Ωt

that is available at that point:

P sεt ≡ Pr
{

s̃ = s, ε̃ = ε | Ωt
}

. (14)

Since the only information that is publicly available at t = 1 is the prior distribution for s̃ and ε̃,

which are independently distributed at the outset, we trivially have P he1 = φψ, P hu1 = φ(1 − ψ),

P ℓe1 = (1−φ)ψ, and P ℓu1 = (1−φ)(1−ψ). The values for P sε2 , of course, depend on the equilibrium

decisions of the agent and investment outcomes in period 1, as before. Likewise, we use a t subscript

to denote the random variables that apply to the project in each of the two periods (e.g., ṽt, p̃t).

Recall that three outcomes are possible for each project (in each period): successful investment,

no investment, or failed investment. Let us denote the net cash flow from the project in each of these

outcomes by x̃t ∈ {A− k,−f,−k}. Let us focus on the second period first, as the expected wages

in that period will determine the equilibrium strategy of the agent in the first period. Importantly,

because wages get paid at the beginning of each period and because the game ends at the end

of the second period, strategic agents cease no longer care about their skill and ethics reputation

when they make investment decisions in the second period. This means that any private benefit

b > 0, even if infinitesimally small, is sufficient to push the agent to invest in the second-period

project, regardless of what he learns about the project’s success probability, p̃t. Ethical agents, on

the other hand, invest in the project only when they learn that p̃2 = g.
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Given updated probabilities P sε2 about the skill and ethics of the agent in the second period,

the expected net cash flow from the second-period project is given by8

E
[

x̃2 | Ω2

]

=
(

P he2 + P ℓe2
)[

q(Ag − k)− (1− q)f
]

+ P hu2

[

qAg + (1− q)Ah− k
]

+ P ℓu2
[

qAg − k
]

. (15)

Since P ℓu2 = 1−P he2 −P ℓe2 −P hu2 and since the project’s expected net cash flow would be x ≡ qAg−k

with an agent known to be unskilled and unethical, the expected value added by the agent is

E
[

w̃2 | Ω2

]

≡ E
[

x̃2 − x | Ω2

]

=
(

P he2 + P ℓe2
)

(1− q)(k − f) + P hu2 (1− q)Ah. (16)

This makes intuitive sense. The first term comes from the fact that ethical agents save their firm

the project’s optional investment cost of k− f when p̃2 6= g. The second term comes from the fact

that skilled unethical agents improve the expected cash flows from the project from Aℓ = 0 to Ah

when p̃2 6= g.

A comparison of (16) with (7) shows that this two-period model is equivalent to the one-period

model of sections 2 and 3 with wE = (1 − q)(k − f) and wS = (1 − q)Ah. In particular, we can

use Proposition 2 with these quantities to describe the unique equilibrium that prevails in the first

period.

Proposition 3. Assume that the agent’s private benefits from undertaking a project is an arbitrarily

small quantity b > 0. If
Ah

k − f
>

ψ

1− φ(1− ψ)
, (17)

then the unique equilibrium in the first period is given by σg = σh = 1 and

σℓ =
φ
[

1− qg − (1− q)h
][

(1− φ+ φψ)Ah − ψ(k − f)
]

(1− φ)
{

[

1− qg − (1− q)h
]

φ(1− ψ)Ah + (1− qg)ψ(k − f)
} ∈ (0, 1). (18)

If (17) does not hold, the unique equilibrium is (σg, σh, σℓ) = (1, 0, 0).

As before, the cheating of strategic agents intensifies as wS
wE

increases. With endogenized wages,

we have wS
wE

= Ah
k−f , and so we can readily conclude that cheating is increasing in A and f , and

decreasing in k. That is, as the payoff for a successful project increases, the fact that skilled

unethical agents lead projects to success more frequently makes them more valuable, and strategic

agents undertake more projects in period one in order to look more skilled. Recall that k − f

measures the optional portion of the project’s cost. As k decreases and as f increases, this option

value decreases, and so does the value of ethical agents whose contribution to value comes exclusively

8Note that we keep assuming that ℓ = 0 for this and subsequent calculations.
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from their optimal use of p̃2 to make investment decisions on behalf of the firm. This in turns leads

to a smaller value of wE and a reduced appeal for strategic agents to drop projects in an effort to

look ethical in the first period. Interestingly, although the quality q of the project affects both wS

and wE, the fact that they are both quantities are proportional to 1 − q implies that the impact

of q on the equilibrium of period is still felt only through its effect on first-period frequencies, and

not on equilibrium wages in the second period. In particular, we know from Corollary 5 that the

extent of cheating is increasing in q.

4.2 Two Types of Job in the Second Period

We now consider the possibility that the firm can allocate the agent to one of two jobs in each of

the two periods. In particular, we assume that agents known to be ethical are better suited for

(i.e., create more value in) job E , while agents known to be skilled and unethical are better suited

for job S.

4.2.1 Setup: The Two Jobs

The differences between the two jobs revolve around the project characteristics introduced in sec-

tion 4.1. Specifically, we assume that job E has a payoff of one, an investment cost of k, which

is entirely optional (i.e., it only has to be incurred if the agent chooses to undertake the project).

Job S, on the other hand, has a payoff of A = 1 + a, a non-optional investment cost of f , and an

optional investment cost of k − f . In essence, therefore, job S requires more ex ante commitment,

but also has a higher potential payoff. As in section 4.1, we assume that f is sufficiently small so

that the project’s net present value is negative when p̃t = h, for t ∈ {1, 2}. That is, we restrict f

in such a way that k − f ≥ (1 + a)h.

We assume that the firm assigns the agent to a second-period job based on the information

about his traits that first-period outcomes reveal.9 Of course, as we will see, this second-period

assignment affects the incentives of the agent in the first period and, in turn, the information

contained in each of the possible first-period outcomes. For this two-job model to have any bite,

it must be the case that the firm actually finds it optimal to assign the agent to each of the two

jobs with positive probability. For example, if A is so large and f so small that job S becomes so

appealing, then the two-job model reduces to the two-period model of section 4.1. Indeed, the firm

then always finds it optimal to assign the agent to job S regardless of first-period outcomes; that

is, ethical and skilled agents then both generate more value in job S than in job E . To create an

9Job assignment will be irrelevant in the first period, as none of the parameters that describe first-period jobs
(i.e., A, f , and k) affect the investment strategy of agents in that period. That is, the agent’s strategy in period 1 is
affected by A, f , and k only to the extent that these parameters affect the wages that the agent can expect from the
second period.
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interesting economic tradeoff, therefore, we must restrict a and f in such a way that neither job is

excessively appealing in the second period.10

As in section 4.1, we endogenize second-period wages by assuming that the firm has access to a

large pool of unskilled unethical workers. In particular, we assume that the job that is not filled by

the agent hired by the firm is automatically filled by an unskilled unethical worker (i.e., one with

s̃ = ℓ = 0 and ε̃ = u). The following lemma calculates the value contribution of the agent when

he is assigned to each of the two jobs in period 2. For the time being, we use exogenous values of

P sε2 to denote the probability that the agent is of skill s and ethics ε entering the second period.

These quantities, as before, will be endogenized through the agent’s equilibrium strategy and firm

outcomes in the first period.

Lemma 6. The expected value added by the agent in job E is

E
[

w̃E
2 | Ω2

]

= (1− q)
[

hP hu2 + k(P he2 + P ℓe2 )
]

. (19)

The expected value added by the agent in job S is

E
[

w̃S
2 | Ω2

]

= (1− q)
[

(1 + a)hP hu2 + (k − f)(P he2 + P ℓe2 )
]

. (20)

As in section 4.1, the calculation of (19) and (20) makes use of the fact that unethical agents

always find it optimal to undertake the second-period project for any small b > 0. Intuitively, (20)

captures the idea that jobs with a bigger investment f committed to the project ex ante (and thus

with a lower option option value) also comes with a larger potential payoff. That is, the reduction

in option value comes with an increase in potential payoff. Also note that (19) and (20) are both

similar to (16). By putting more weight on P he2 + P ℓe2 , job E rewards ethics more than job S. In

contrast, job S puts more weight on P hu2 and thus rewards skills more than job E does. Because

the firm can assign the agent to either job, however, it is no longer possible to map the agent’s

compensation in period 2 to that assumed in (7) for the one-period model. This is because the

option (in job assignment) that is available to the firm prevents a direct mapping to the one-period

model and, as such, we can no longer a linear specification for the agent’s payoff.

The calibration that we adopt to ensure that the firm indeed assigns the agent to a different

job depending on first-period outcomes imposes that the firm would be indifferent between the

two jobs if its information about the agent’s traits in the second period corresponded to the prior

information. That is, we consider pairs of a and f that make (19) and (20) equal when P he2 = φψ,

P ℓe2 = (1− φ)ψ, and P hu2 = φ(1− ψ). This results in the following relationship between a and f .

10We also restrict a and f in such a way that the agent’s actions are the same in the first period regardless of the
job he gets assigned to at the outset.
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Assumption 1. We assume that the payoff a and fixed cost f for job S satisfy

a =
ψf

hφ(1− ψ)
. (21)

With this assumption in hand, deviations from the priors resulting from first-period outcomes

will lead the firm to allocate the agent to the one job in which he is expected to create more value.11

Recall from section 3 that the agent is perceived as being more ethical and less skilled when he

drops a project, and less ethical and more skilled when he undertakes one. Of course, such results

are not automatic here, as the investment decisions of the agent in the first period will strategically

internalize future job assignments. That is, at this point, we can only conjecture that these results

will hold in equilibrium, and verify them to hold later.

4.2.2 Equilibrium Analysis

Let us therefore start our analysis by conjecturing an equilibrium in which σg = 1, σh = 1, and

σℓ ∈ (0, 1). The following lemma shows how the firm allocates the agent in the second period based

on each of the three possible outcomes, Ω ∈ {G,M,B}, in the first period.

Lemma 7. Suppose that an equilibrium exists with σg = 1, σh = 1, and σℓ ∈ (0, 1). In this

equilibrium, it is optimal for the firm to assign the agent to job E if he drops the first-period project,

and to job S if he undertakes the first-period project, whether or not this project succeeds.

A comparison of (19) and (20) is the first step to understanding this result. When the probabili-

ties in these two equations correspond to the prior probabilities of each skill-ethics combination, we

know that they are equal, by Assumption 1 on a and f . Thus, whether (19) or (20) is greater with

the actual posterior probabilities depends on how P he2 + P ℓe2 changes from its prior value relative

to P2hu. Specifically, if
P he2 + P ℓe2

P hu2

>
ψ

φ(1− ψ)
, (22)

then job S is relatively more appealing in the second period than job E , and vice versa when the

inequality (22) holds (strictly) with the opposite sign.12 Lemma 7 then amounts to showing that

(22) holds for any value of σℓ ∈ (0, 1) when the agent drops the project in period 1, and that the

opposite inequality holds otherwise.

11Note that, given (21), our earlier restriction that k − f ≥ (1 + a)h is equivalent to

f ≤
φ(1− ψ)

ψ + φ(1− ψ)
(k − h).

In essence, therefore, we are mostly interested in small increases of a and f from zero, so that the optimal investment
policy of the firm is still to invest if and only if p̃t = g.

12The firm remains indifferent between the two jobs if
Phe
2

+P ℓe
2

Phu
2

remains equal to ψ

φ(1−ψ)
. However, the proof of

Lemma 7 shows that this never happens.
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Lemma 7 pins down the form of compensation that the agent can expect when he chooses to

drop or undertake the project in the first period. To find an equilibrium with {σg, σh, σℓ} = {1, 1, σℓ,

we must verify that all agents with p̃1 = g and p̃1 = h always prefer to undertake the project, and

that agents with p̃1 = ℓ play a mixed strategy between undertaking and dropping. This is the

subject of the next proposition.

Proposition 4. Assume that the agent’s private benefits from undertaking a project is an arbitrarily

small quantity b > 0. If
h

k
>

ψ

1− φ(1 − ψ)
, (23)

or if (23) holds with the opposite inequality sign and f > f̄ for some f̄ derived in the proof, then

there exists a first-period equilibrium with σg = σh = 1 and σℓ = σ∗ℓ ∈ (0, 1).

Condition (23) is the same as (17), but with a = 1 and f = 0. As before, it says that if the

incentives to imitate the ethical agents are sufficiently weak (i.e., ψ and k are sufficiently small),

then an inefficient equilibrium with cheating prevails. Interestingly, with two jobs, even if this

condition is not satisfied, making the two jobs sufficiently distinct (by increasing f and a subject

to (21)) also results in the same inefficient equilibrium.

As before the extent of cheating in this equilibrium is measure by σ∗ℓ , the mixing probability

of unskilled unethical types. However, although the expression for σ∗ℓ is obtained in closed form,13

this expression is somewhat messy and does not lend itself to easy interpretation. The following

result establishes that σ∗ℓ is increasing in f . That is, as f and a increase while still satisfying (21),

it is the case that cheating by strategic agents increases.

Corollary 7. The mixing probability σ∗ℓ derived in Proposition 4 is strictly increasing in f .

This result says that unskilled agents have more of a tendency to cheat and undertake negative-

NPV projects when job E and job S greatly differ. This is due to the fact that as f and a increase,

the firm’s option to allocate the agent to one of two jobs effectively protects it from the presence of

unethical agents. Indeed, because it can allocate such agents to a job where their empire-building

motives do not have much of a negative effect on firm value, it is willing to pay them more for that

job. Realizing this, the unskilled unethical agents have more of a tendency to shoot for such jobs

by undertaking more projects, even if the probability of success is p̃1 = ℓ = 0.

13It is the unique solution to a linear equation.
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Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1. Using Bayes’ rule, we have

Pr
{

s̃ = h | Ω, ε̃ = e
}

=
Pr

{

Ω | s̃ = h, ε̃ = e
}

Pr
{

s̃ = h | ε̃ = e
}

Pr
{

Ω | ε̃ = e
}

=
Pr

{

Ω | ε̃ = e
}

Pr
{

s̃ = h
}

Pr
{

Ω | ε̃ = e
} = Pr

{

s̃ = h
}

= φ.

Proof of Lemma 2. We prove this result by contradiction. Suppose that WG < WB. Then, since

g > h > ℓ, we have

gWG + (1− g)WB < hWG + (1− h)WB < ℓWG + (1− ℓ)WB,

which implies that undertaking the project is most (least) attractive when p̃ = ℓ (when p̃ = g), and

in turn that σℓ ≥ σh ≥ σg. If we can show that this strategy ranking for strategic agents implies

that WG ≥WB, we will have a contradiction. Using (7), we have

WG −WB =
(

P huG − P huB

)

wS +
(

P heG + P ℓeG − P heB − P ℓeB
)

wE. (A1)

We first show that the second term in this last equation is always positive; that is, with the above

strategies, the agent is more likely to be ethical after a successful project than after a failed project.

Using (4), we have

P heG + P ℓeG =
qgψ

PG

and

P heB + P ℓeB =
q(1− g)ψ

PB
,

where

PG = qg
[

ψ + (1− ψ)σg
]

+ (1− q)(1− ψ)
[

hσhφ+ ℓσℓ(1− φ)
]

and

PB = q(1− g)
[

ψ + (1 − ψ)σg
]

+ (1− q)(1− ψ)
[

h(1− σh)φ+ ℓ(1− σℓ)(1 − φ)
]

.

Straightforward algebra shows that

P heG + P ℓeG − P heB − P ℓeB =
q(1− q)ψ(1 − ψ)

PG + PB

[

(g − h)φσh + (g − ℓ)(1 − φ)σℓ
]

≥ 0.

Using this result and the fact that wE ≥ φwS in (A1), we have

WG −WB ≥
(

P huG − P huB

)

wS +
(

P heG + P ℓeG − P heB − P ℓeB
)

φwS. (A2)
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We can use (4) again to calculate

P huG =

[

qgσg + (1− q)hσh
]

φ(1− ψ)

PG

and

P huB =

[

q(1− g)σg + (1− q)(1− h)σh
]

φ(1 − ψ)

PB
.

Tedious but straightforward algebra shows that

(

P heG + P ℓeG
)

φ+ P huG −
(

P heB + P ℓeB
)

φ− P huB =
(1− q)φ(1− φ)(1− ψ)

PG + PB
×

(

q
[

ψ + (1− ψ)σg
][

(g − ℓ)σℓ − (g − h)σh
]

+ (1− q)(1− ψ)(h − ℓ)σhσℓ

)

.

Because g > h > ℓ and σℓ ≥ σh, this last expression is nonnegative which, through (A2), implies

that WG ≥WB, the contradiction that we were looking for.

Proof of Lemma 3. Let us first establish thatWM can never be strictly greater than bothWG+b

and WB + b. Suppose it were the case. Then, since pWG + (1 − p)WB + b < WM, strategic agents

never undertake the project. This means that only ethical agents ever undertake the project, and so

the probability that the agent is ethical given project success (Ω = G) or project failure (Ω = B) is

one: Pr
{

ε̃ = e |Ω = G
}

= Pr
{

ε̃ = e |Ω = B
}

= 1. Also, since no strategic agents ever undertake the

project, we have Pr
{

s̃ = h, ε̃ = u |Ω = G
}

= Pr
{

s̃ = h, ε̃ = u |Ω = B
}

= 0. Thus the compensation

that the agent can expect to receive from project success or project failure is WG =WB = wE. It is

then also the case that the skill of strategic agents never affects their decisions and outcomes; thus

Pr
{

s̃ = h, ε̃ = u |Ω = M
}

= φ(1−ψ). Finally, since some ethical agents undertake projects whereas

no skilled agents do so, it must be the case that the fraction of ethical agents in the pool of dropped

projects is lower than the prior probability that an agent is ethical: Pr
{

ε̃ = e |Ω = M
}

< ψ. Thus,

WM < φ(1− ψ)wS + ψwE and we have

WG −WM =WB −WM > wE − φ(1− ψ)wS − ψwE = (1− ψ)(wE − φwS) ≥ 0.

This further implies that WM is strictly smaller than both WG and WB, and so strictly smaller than

both WG + b and WB + b. This is a contradiction.

To see thatWM cannot be strictly smaller than bothWG+b andWB+b when b is small, assume

that b is close to zero and suppose that WM < WB + b < WG + b. Since pWG +(1− p)WB + b > WM,

it is then the case that strategic agents always undertake the project. This also means that only

ethical agents ever drop the project; thus Pr
{

ε̃ = e | Ω = M
}

= 1, Pr
{

s̃ = h, ε̃ = e | Ω = M
}

= 0,

and WM = wE. When strategic agents always undertake the project, we have σg = σh = σℓ = 1,
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and so (3b) yields Pr
{

B | s̃ = h, ε̃ = u
}

= q(1 − g) + (1 − q)(1 − h) and Pr
{

B | s̃ = ℓ, ε̃ = u
}

=

q(1− g) + (1− q)(1− ℓ). We can use these expressions, along with (2b), in (4) and (7) to get, after

simplifications,

WB =

[

q(1− g) + (1− q)(1− h)
]

φ(1− ψ)wS + q(1− g)ψwE

q(1− g) + (1− q)(1 − ψ)
[

(1− h)φ+ (1− ℓ)(1− φ)
] .

Therefore,

WM −WB = wE −

[

q(1− g) + (1− q)(1− h)
]

φ(1− ψ)wS + q(1− g)ψwE

q(1− g) + (1− q)(1 − ψ)
[

(1− h)φ+ (1− ℓ)(1− φ)
]

=
q(1− g)(1 − ψ)(wE − φwS) + (1− q)(1− ψ)

[

(1− h)φ(wE − wS) + (1− ℓ)(1− φ)wE

]

q(1− g) + (1− q)(1− ψ)
[

(1− h)φ+ (1− ℓ)(1 − φ)
]

which, since wE ≥ φwS, is strictly greater than zero. Thus, as long as b ≤ b̄ where b̄ is defined

as the expression for WM − WB above, we have WM ≥ WB + b, a contradiction. In that case,

WG + b ≥WM ≥WB + b. Otherwise, it is indeed the case that WG + b ≥WB + b ≥WM.

Proof of Lemma 4. From Lemma 3, we know that WG + b ≥WB + b > WM when b > b̄. In that

case, strategic agents clearly undertake the project when p̃ = g as gWG + (1 − g)WB + b > WM.

Thus, we concentrate on the case in which b ≤ b̄, which implies that WG + b ≥WM ≥WB + b.

We prove the result by contradiction. Suppose that σg < 1; then either σg ∈ (0, 1) or σg = 0.

Suppose it is the latter. Then, because WG + b ≥ WM ≥ WB + b, we must also have σh = σℓ = 0.

But then only ethical agents ever undertake the project. As we show in the first part of the proof of

Lemma 3, this leads to WG =WM = wE, WM < φ(1−ψ)wS +ψwE, and to WM being strictly smaller

than both WG and WB (and so to WG + b and WB + b as well). This contradicts σg = σh = σℓ = 0

as strategic agents would then all prefer to always undertake the project.

Suppose instead that σg ∈ (0, 1). We must consider two scenarios: (i) WG is strictly greater

than WB; (ii) WG is equal to WB. In (i), it must be the case that σh = σℓ = 0 as, if the agent is

indifferent between undertaking or dropping the project when p̃ = g, then he must prefer to drop

it when p̃ = h < g or p̃ = ℓ < g. Again however, since fewer unethical agents undertake the project

when p̃ = g than ethical agents (i.e., a fraction σg of unethical agents versus all ethical agents),

the payoffs from undertaking the projects (WG and WB) are greater than that from dropping the

project (WM). This leads to σh = σℓ = 1, a contradiction.

Finally, in (ii), we have WG + b =WM =WB + b. In this case, σh and σℓ can also take any value

in [0, 1]. However, tedious but straightforward calculations show that there is no combination of

σg ∈ (0, 1), σh ∈ [0, 1], and σℓ ∈ [0, 1] leading to WG + b =WM =WB + b.
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Proof of Corollary 1. These results are obtained by using (2a)-(2c) and (3a)-(3c) with σg = 1

in (4), and simplifying.

Proof of Proposition 1. We know from Lemma 4 that, in equilibrium, it must be the case that

σg = 1. To show this result, we proceed in four steps. First, we verify that (σg, σh, σℓ) = (1, 0, 0)

is an equilibrium with WG = WM = WB. Second, we show that there are no other equilibria with

σg = 1 and WG = WM = WB. Third, we show that for any equilibrium with WG > WM > WB,

it must be the case that σh = 1. Finally, we show that there is a unique σ∗ℓ ∈ (0, 1) such that

(σg, σh, σℓ) = (1, 1, σ∗ℓ ) is an equilibrium with WG > WM > WB.

Suppose that strategic agents, like ethical agents, undertake the project if and only p̃ = g; that

is, suppose that (σg, σh, σℓ) = (1, 0, 0). Since ethical and strategic agents make the exact same

decisions and since decisions and outcomes do not depend on their skills, the ex post probability

of each type given any outcome Ω ∈ {G,M,B} is equal to the prior probability of each type. In

particular, πE(Ω) = ψ and πS(Ω) = φ(1 − ψ) for all Ω ∈ {G,M,B}. This means that WG = WM =

WB = ψwE+φ(1−ψ)wS. Since the wages that strategic agents can expect from any outcome is the

same, there is no benefit to deviating from the postulated strategies. Thus (σg, σh, σℓ) = (1, 0, 0) is

an equilibrium.

Similarly, σg = 1, σh ∈ [0, 1], and σℓ ∈ [0, 1] would be an equilibrium with one of σh or σℓ

strictly greater than zero if we can find values of σh and σℓ that make WG, WM, and WB equal.

However, tedious but straightforward calculations shows that there is no combination of σh ∈ [0, 1]

and σℓ ∈ [0, 1] other than σh = σℓ = 0 that leads to WG =WM =WB.

If any other equilibrium exists, Lemma 3 tells us that it must be the case that WG > WM > WB.

This also means that σg > σℓ and, since σg = 1, at most one of σh and σℓ can be strictly between

zero and one. Let us consider the possibility that σg ∈ (0, 1) and σℓ = 0. This implies that a skilled

strategic agent observing p̃ = h is indifferent between undertaking or dropping the project; that is,

σh must satisfy

hWG + (1− h)WB =WM, (A3)

where we can use Corollary 1 with σℓ = 0 to calculate WG = πS(G)wS + πE(G)wE, WB =

πS(B)wS + πE(B)wE, and WM = πS(M)wS + πE(M)wE. The solution to (A3) can, after some al-

gebraic manipulations, be shown to be

σh = −
q
[

(g − h)2 + g
]

h(1− h)φ(1 − ψ)
.

Since this quantity is strictly negative, the postulated equilibrium fails to hold. Hence, we must

have σg = 1 if an equilibrium other than (σg, σh, σℓ) = (1, 0, 0) holds.
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Finally, let us conjecture that σg = σh = 1. First, we rule out an equilibrium that would have

σℓ = 0. Suppose that an equilibrium with such strategies holds. We can use σg = σh = 1 and

σℓ = 0 in Corollary 1 to obtain

WG =

[

qg + (1− q)h
]

φ(1− ψ)wS + qgψwE

qg + (1− q)hφ(1 − ψ)
,

WB =

[

q(1− g) + (1− q)(1− h)
]

φ(1 − ψ)wS + q(1− g)ψwE

q(1− g) + (1− q)(1− h)φ(1 − ψ)
, and

WM =
ψwE

1− φ(1− ψ)
.

Tedious but straightforward calculations show that gWG+(1−g)WB > WM, hWG+(1−h)WB > WM,

and ℓWG + (1 − ℓ)WB > WM if and only if (12) holds. This means that if a strategic agent

finds it optimal to undertake (drop) the project with p̃ = ℓ, it is also the case that a strategic

finds it optimal to undertake (drop) the project with p̃ = ℓ. This rules out an equilibrium with

(σg, σh, σℓ) = (1, 1, 0).

An equilibrium with σg = σh = 1 and σℓ ∈ (0, 1) has the unskilled agents who observe p̃ = ℓ

mix between undertaking and dropping the project. In this case, the use of Corollary 1 leads to

WG =

[

qg + (1− q)h
]

φ(1− ψ)wS + qgψwE

qg + (1− q)(1 − ψ)
[

hφ+ σℓℓ(1− φ)
] ,

WB =

[

q(1− g) + (1− q)(1− h)
]

φ(1 − ψ)wS + q(1− g)ψwE

q(1− g) + (1− q)(1− ψ)
[

(1− h)φ + σℓ(1− ℓ)(1 − φ)
] , and

WM =
ψwE

1− φ(1 − ψ)− σℓ(1− φ)(1 − ψ)
.

The equilibrium σℓ must satisfy

ℓWG + (1− ℓ)WB =WM. (A4)

Since WG and WB are both strictly decreasing in σℓ, the left-hand side of (A4) is strictly decreasing

in σℓ. Since WM is strictly increasing in σℓ, there can be at most one value of σℓ that makes (A4)

hold. As shown above, when σℓ = 0, we have ℓWG + (1 − ℓ)WB > WM if and only if (12) holds. It

can also be easily shown that, when σℓ = 1, we have ℓWG + (1 − ℓ)WB < WM. Therefore, if (12)

holds, there is a unique σ∗ℓ ∈ (0, 1) that makes (A4) hold. This completes the proof.
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